Serve as tremendous community engagement tools for coastal communities.

Provide easy-to-grasp real world “visualizations” of the impact of future sea levels.

Deliver a call-to-action and a needed opening for ongoing community education and action.

Volunteers simultaneously record the high-water mark and document conditions and impacts.

Data is aggregated and provided to researchers to validate inundation computer models.

Photographs demonstrate real world impacts on citizens, homes, businesses, and communities.

Tailored school curriculum incorporates real-world data for STEM and other classes.

Mobile app for users to record data
Back end to store data
Web portal interface
Data export capabilities
Educational Outreach and Curricula

Fielding Plan and Contact Information

Seal level Rise Mobile App and Sea Rising Solutions
Web Portal Version 2.0 available now
Version 3.0 to be released early Fall 2019

CoastWize Mobile App and Web Portal in Beta
Version 1.0 to be released by 01 June 2019

POC: Steve Woll, steve@coastwize.com, 757-270-8819